“How do you eat an elephant? One bite at a time!”

We’ve all heard that one. It’s a great expression of the importance of good project and program management. But, to paraphrase H.L. Mencken, it’s clear, simple, and in the case of managing transformational technology in a competitive environment, it’s also completely inadequate. Transformational technology in the digital age is change compounded. Hard technology causes or enables change in process, which cause changes in skills and thought. Human complication then enters the equation. The swirl of change becomes a blur of silicon, software, markets, customers, orders, shipments, egos, ambitions and personal agendas. Suddenly, the elephant turns, tusks become razor sharp teeth, and the beast is hungry.

Bill Rose is Vice President of Information Technology for the Corporate Service Group at Avnet, Inc. One of Bill’s particular interests in the technology world is the practical management of transformational technology inside an enterprise. His experience as a key leader in three global ERP implementations and Chief Architect of an early stage ERP system for Direct Store Delivery distributors has allowed him to develop a unique perspective on the effect of very large technology implementations. Bill presents his key lessons learned in a concise but light-hearted observation on the behavior of organizations and individuals during times of compound change.
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